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Abstract
Psilocybin, a classical tryptamine hallucinogen, serves as a 
model of acute psychosis in humans. Intoxication with this 
compound induces significant alterations in perception, thought 
disturbance and emotional processing, effects that mimic psy-
chotic symptoms. The neurochemical basis of its effects is 
related to the stimulation of serotonin 5-HT1A a 5-HT2A/C recep-
tors. Disconnection is one of the core neurobiological features 
underlying psychosis with altered connectivity of resting state 
(default mode (DMN)) and executive (EN) and salient (SN) brain 
networks. Anterior posterior cingulum (ACC and PCC), cuneus 
and precuneus, orbitofrontal, dorsolateropreforntal (DLPFC), 
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and insula are the key struc-
tures within these networks. Dysfunctional switching between 
these networks might underlie psychotic symptoms, e.g. hal-
lucinations as misinterpretation of what are our own thoughts 
and what is perception of external stimuli.

In our present study we have examined brain connectivity 
during the peak intoxication with psilocybin in a group of 20 
healthy subjects in a double blind placebo controlled clinical trial. 
We have focused our attention on brain connectivity as meas-
ured by standard coherence (Neuroguide software) and lagged 
coherence (eLORETA software). Data pre-processing including 
artefact removal was performed in BrainVision Analyzer v. 2.1.

Standard coherence analysis revealed a decrease of coher-
ence in theta, alpha and beta bands with most significant 
changes represented by frontotemporal and frontoparietal 
homolateral and frontal interhemispheral disconnection. In 
higher frequencies were changes les significant and mostly 
with opposite direction. On the contrary eLORETA connectiv-
ity analysis did not detect any changes in lower frequencies but 
increased connectivity in high gamma (50-100Hz).

Even though these data are preliminary, we have shown that 
psilocybin induces changes in the brain connectivity which is in 
line with those characteristic for psychotic patients.
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The automatic auditory change detection response observed 
through the mismatch negativity (MMN) component of event-
related potentials has been methodically studied in schizo-
phrenia. MMN amplitude attenuation is a consistent finding in 
this population, and its generators are said to be localized in 
temporal, contributing to auditory perception and discrimina-
tion, and frontal, attention-switching, cortices. Studies of brain 
structure in schizophrenia have reported abnormalities in sev-
eral areas, including those that are thought to be involved in 

the MMN response. However, the potential relationship between 
MMN and the characteristics of related brain areas is unclear 
and warrant further exploration. We conducted a magnetoen-
cephalography study of MMN in 16 schizophrenia patients and 
18 healthy control subjects. Through source reconstruction, we 
extracted whole-brain current source density (CSD) strengths 
using minimum norm estimation, and focused on areas previ-
ously reported as potential generators of MMN. We also went on 
to examine structural MRI data for cortical thickness. In com-
parison to healthy control subjects, patients with schizophrenia 
showed significantly decreased CSD strengths in both temporal 
and frontal areas of interest. The CSD strengths of both tempo-
ral and frontal areas showed positive correlations with cortical 
thickness in the control group. On the other hand, we observed a 
negative relationship between CSD and thickness in the patient 
group. Our findings may provide insight on the complex relation-
ship between functional and structural abnormalities observed 
in schizophrenia.
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Abstract
Background: Studies on Clinical high risk(CHR) for psychosis is 
continuously investigated to predict psychosis before conversion 
at prodromal phase. Social cognition deficits in CHR has been 
confirmed consistently. Amongst social cognition tests, ToM is 
well known to be one of effective indicators to measure social 
cognition. Many studies reported decreased ToM performance in 
first episode psychosis(FEP) compared to CHR. However, it is yet 
controversial whether ToM could be a trait marker for conver-
sion to psychosis.
Recent findings: Few studies have suggested that ToM is asso-
ciated with conversion to psychosis and few other studies 
published contrary results stating irrelevance of ToM and con-
version. Common feature of latter studies is controlled IQ in 
contrast to former studies. Controlling IQ can possibly bring 
biased results since several studies noted that ToM performance 
and IQ are associated.
Method: Literature were searched using the terms includ-
ing ‘social cognition’, ‘theory of mind’, ‘clinical high risk’ and 
‘ultra high risk’. Only English literature published since 2011 
September were discussed.
Purpose of review: In this review studies related to ToM and con-
version to psychosis are discussed supporting the hypothesis 
that ToM could be an effective predictor for conversion.
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